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Wildlife Pro Series
Bayreuth, April 2012

New rugged compact binoculars for the most exacting standards:
STEINER Wildlife XP
Rugged, handy and extremely efficient – Constructed for challenging outdoor adventures,
the new Wildlife XP from the award‐winning Wildlife series is ideal for long, tough and
demanding trips. Thanks to its low weight and easy handling, the new Wildlife XP is an
indispensable companion that fits easily into each pocket.
Carrying on the successful Wildlife series, that has been awarded by the Dutch outdoor
magazine “on pad” in 2011, STEINER has now launched the improved Wildlife XP series with
outstanding High‐Definition optics, excellent user comfort and extremely rugged
construction.
The newly developed XP concept features high‐tech coating processes and ultra precision in
the manufacture and assembly of the lenses. The STEINER High‐Definition optics shine with
its outstanding sharp, high‐contrast and colour‐true images. Thanks to the Nitrogen‐
Pressure‐Filling, fogging is ruled out and the binoculars are constructed to be fully
waterproof.
Operation is intuitive. With one grasp the Wildlife XP is quickly pulled out of its case and
ready immediately. Thanks to the ergonomic design and solid grip of the armouring you can
spend hours observing with them.
No matter whether you are travelling on foot, on your bicycle or in a canoe, in scorching
heat, freezing cold, in heavy driving snow or in pouring rain, with these top‐class STEINER
brand binoculars you will have a light, compact, tough and faithful companion with you that
will back you up even under the worst conditions.
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The smallest in the Wildlife XP series, at just 344 grams, it is a true flyweight. The ideal
companion when compact size and light weight are crucial, such as when mountain climbing,
rock climbing or hiking. But it punches well above its weight when it comes to optical
performance, which easily stands up to a comparison with many full‐size binoculars.
Wildlife XP 10x26 – The rugged compact binoculars for the most exacting standards
The perfect balance between performance and compactness: the Wildlife XP 10×26. Thanks
to the high magnification, even objects located far in the distance are clearly and distinctly
identified. At the same time it’s still exceptionally easy to handle and offers strong
performance.
Wildlife XP 10.5x28 – The ideal companion for demanding nature observations
With the Wildlife XP 10.5×28 nothing can hide from you. The 10.5 magnification offers
excellent conditions for detailed nature studies. The light yield in poor weather conditions or
at dusk is astounding for compact binoculars and will amaze you in all situations.

STEINER‐OPTIK GmbH
STEINER‐OPTIK in Bayreuth, Germany, was founded in 1947 and is now the biggest
specialized producer of premium binoculars for the civil market, developed for the fields of
marine, hunting, bird‐, animal watching and nature observation, as well as the active outdoor
usage and the military range. STEINER has a worldwide distribution network at its disposal
and supplies more than 70 countries. Since 2008, STEINER‐OPTIK is part of the Beretta Group
in Italy. For further information, please visit our homepage www.steiner.de
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